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I am the Legal Director at the Institute for Policy Integrity, a non-partisan think tank based at
New York University. 1 The Work Group raises many topics on which, given more time to speak,
the Institute would comment. As one brief aside regarding PM mortality below the NAAQS, I
call the SAB’s attention to a forthcoming article by Richard Revesz and Kimberly Castle that
collects the robust literature supporting fully valuing PM effects. 2 I will now focus my time on
the need to review the science and economics of EPA’s recent methodological manipulations
that decimate the social cost of carbon.
The Clean Power Plan repeal relies in part on manipulating the previously accepted estimate of
the social cost of carbon.3 EPA’s new “interim” estimate ignores the interconnected, global
nature of our climate-vulnerable economy by adopting a misguided “domestic-only”
perspective, and it obscures the devastating effects that climate change will have on future
generations by applying an indefensible 7% discount rate. Changes to vehicle emissions
standards will likely rely on similarly problematic recalculations. As the Work Group notes,
these methodological changes have no support in the literature, did not undergo peer review,
and erase 97% of the social cost of carbon. 4 The Work Group recommends that the SAB may
want to review these methodological changes or else call to reconvene the National Research
Council (NRC) Committee on the social cost of carbon.5
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An advantage of reconvening the NRC Committee is, compared to the SAB’s focus on EPA
actions, the NRC can address how multiple agencies including EPA are undercutting the science
and economics behind the social cost of carbon. The Bureau of Land Management has also
adopted the same flawed methodological changes as EPA to develop new “interim” social cost
of methane numbers to justify its own deregulatory proposals. 6 Presumably, forthcoming
revisions to the Department of Transportation’s fuel economy standards will follow suit. 7 Other
agencies, like the Office of Surface Mining, have stopped using the social cost of carbon in their
NEPA analyses, citing, among other reasons, the “interim” status of EPA’s altered numbers. 8
The NRC can address all these agencies’ approaches and restore a sound, harmonized
methodology for all agencies to follow.
Indeed, the NRC already did the work necessary to review these methodological manipulations.
In its January 2017 report, NRC presciently noted that a domestic-only estimate or a 7%
discount rate would be inappropriate.9 NRC explained that the “international implications” of
climate change can directly “impact the United States,” including spillovers from global
economic destabilizations, and so its report advised caution on trying to cabin off purely
domestic impacts. 10 Moreover, NRC concluded that current models cannot accurately estimate
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a domestic-only social cost of carbon, and estimates based arbitrarily on the U.S. share of global
GDP are insufficiently robust.11 NRC also specifically recommended discount rates based on the
“consumption rates of interest,” such as 3% or lower, and rejected rates based on a return to
private capital, like 7%, which are inconsistent with theory and evidence about the valuation of
intergenerational climate effects.12
In short, whether by the SAB itself or by reconvening the NRC Committee, the recent
manipulations to the social cost of carbon merit further review.
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